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Abstract

School of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) at Royal Institute of Technology 
(KTH) have 16 computers that they are not using, which they bought from PDC at KTH a couple 
of years ago. Teachers of KTH are interested in using these computers to let their students work 
on a cloud computer environment. There is an open source system called OpenNebula, which is 
used on many universities and by many other persons setting up a cloud computer environment. 
OpenNebula  is  an  distributed  virtual  machine  manager  that  allows  virtualization  of  IT-
infrastructure,  provides  good  environment  for  user  management  and  setting  up  storage  sub 
systems and has other desirable characterics suitable for laborations in classes. 

One of the goals of this project was to install OpenNebula on 16 computers, with one of 
the computers being the front end. I call this cluster of nodes Cloudelia.

These are the requirements of the system:
In order for a user to use the system, authentication needs to be done to ensure that it has a KTH-
account. When an administrator sees a get permission-request  from an user and is deciding on 
whether to approve the user or not, it must be able to rely on that an authentication-mechanism 
ensures that the user really is the user with the specific KTH-user name shown in the interface. 

This ensures that any user outside of KTH with an intent to use Cloudelia in a malicious  
way doesn’t get access to the system.

The  teachers  should  be  provided  an  interface  in  which  they  can  handle  the 
granting/denying of permission of the users whom have requested permission to use Cloudelia. 

They should be able to do this for all of the users in an efficient way and upon granting 
access to the users, new user accounts should be created in OpenNebula. This reduces the work 
load for the teachers.

There were certain design choices that were made, including the choice of whether to run 
OpenNebula  with  a  shared  or  non-shared  file  system,  whether  to  use  Kerberos  or  Central 
Authentication Service (CAS) for authentication and the choice of which virtual machine to use.

The web interfaces were implemented using PHP, AJAX and MySQL. The web interface 
for teachers used an AJAX-framework called DataTables [1], which facilitates and minimizes 
the code amount required for presenting data from e.g. MySQL in tables on a web page. It was  
chosen to be used for the presentation of the users of the system in the administration interface  
for this reason. AJAX was used because it provides good capabilities of creating a website with 
interaction with the user. 



The back end on the server side was implemeted in PHP. It receives arguments by POST 
and GET. There are different php-files receiving data from the web interfaces with different 
responsibilities.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Problem background

ICT at  Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) have 16 computers that they are not using, which 
they bought from PDC at KTH a couple of years ago. Teachers of KTH are interested in using 
these computers to let their students work on a cloud computer environment. There is an open 
souce system called OpenNebula, which is used on many universities and by many others setting 
up a cloud computer environment. It is an distributed virtual machine manager that allows you to 
virtualize your infrastructure,  it  provides good environment for user management, setting up 
storage  subsystems  and  has  other  desirable  characterics  and has  other  desirable  characterics 
suitable for laborations in classes. There is also a broad user group using OpenNebula and a 
mailing list, which reaches experienced OpenNebula-user willing to provide their help.

1.2 Problem statement

One of the goals  of this  project  is  to install  OpenNebula on 16 computers,  with one of the 
computers being the front end. I call this cluster of nodes Cloudelia. The requirements of the 
system included the following requirements:

The interfaces that are developed will be used by teachers (‘administrators’) and ordinary users 
(‘user’).  The administrators  should  be  able  to  grant  other  teachers  of  KTH the  privilege  to 
become administrators. In order for a user to use the system, authentication needs to be done to 
ensure that it has a KTH-account. When an administrator sees an get permission-request from an 
user and is deciding on whether to approve the user or not, it must be able to rely on that an 
authentication-mechanism ensures that the user really is the user with the specific  KTH-user 
name shown in the interface. 

An administrator should be presented with information of all KTH-users that have requested and 
are waiting for to get permission to use OpenNebula for a certain course.  The administrator 
should be able to grant permission to any number of these users at a time, and upon granting 
permission these users will get access to Cloudelia as OpenNebula-’regular users’ [explained 
below]  using  the  login  details  they  provided  upon  requesting  permission  to  Cloudelia.  An 
administrator should be able to see a list of all the users of a certain course and can change the  
permission rights of an user.

1.3 Aim
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The authentication procedure outalined above ensures that  any user outside of KTH with an 
intent to use Cloudelia in a malicious way doesn’t get access to the system.

The described procedure of handling the accounts reduces the work load of the administratiors. 
One advantage is that they don’t need to set up accounts for each user one at a time, by manually 
assigning them user names, passwords and entering the commands required in OpenNebula for 
creating an OpenNebula-regular user.
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2. Background

Essential components of the system developed and deployed in this thesis are OpenNebula and 
CAS, which are described in this section. 

2.1. Description of CAS

An application that wants to authenticate users with CAS, uses a CAS client and a small amount 
of code in order to interact with the user.

A new user opens a web page of the web browser and the web application redirects the browser 
to CAS-login (via the CAS-client). CAS then authenticates the user. The user is only returned to 
the web application upon successful login.

Upon successful login, CAS will redirect the browser back to the application and append a ticket 
parameter  to  the  URL. The application  sends the ticket  back to  the CAS-server  in  order  to 
validate it. Upon receival of the ticket, CAS will either respond that the ticket doesn’t correspond 
to a valid user, or it will create a response including the user’s NetID, so that the web application 
can  know  the  identity  of  the  user.  The  application  should  keep  track  of  its  own  session 
management. [2]

2.2. Description of OpenNebula

OpenNebula  is  an  open  source  cloud  computing  tool  used  to  manage  the  heterogenity  and 
complexity of distributed data center infrastructures. Some of it is objectives are to develop the 
most-advanced, highly-scalable and adaptable software toolkit for cloud computing management 
and to assure the stability and the quality of their software toolkit. [3]

The cloud consists of a front end, which executees the OpenNebula and cluster services. It also 
contains of other nodes, which are hypervisor-enabled hosts that provide the resources needed by 
the virtual machines. The ‘oneadmin’ is the administrator of the private cloud and it performs 
any operation on the virtual machines, virtual networks and nodes.
In order for doing this the  oneadmin can either use the console or Sunstone, which is a web 
client.  Sunstone provides a smooth  way to add and remove users,  manage virtual  machines, 
clusters and hosts and virtual networks. It can also be accessed by other users whom want to use 
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the cloud. Users use the OpenNebula facilities to create and manage their own virtual machines 
and virtual networks.

In OpenNebula  image  repositories  are  used,  which is  a  storage medium that  holds  the  base 
images of the virtual machines.

OpenNebula uses a daemon, which is the core service of the system. It manages the life-cycle of 
the  VMs  and  orchestrates  the  cluster  subsystems  (network,  storage  and  hypervisors). 
OpenNebula also uses drivers, which are programs used by the core to interface with an specific 
cluster subsystem, e.g. a given hypervisor or storage file system.” [4]

OpenNebula  use  the  XEN  hypervisor,  which  is  a  powerful  open  source  standard  for 
virtualization. It provides efficient, powerful and a secure virtualization of x86, x86_64, IA64, 
ARM and other CPU-architectures. It is runnable on e.g. Linux, Windows and Solaris.

OpenNebula is installed on CentOS, which is an open source operating system based on the 
Linux-kernel.
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3.  Architecture

In this section the architecture and the different design choices that were made are described; 
namely  the  choice  of  whether  to  run  OpenNebula  with  a  shared  or  non-shared  file  system, 
whether to use Kerberos or CAS for authorization and the choice of which virtual machine to 
use.

On the different  computers  CentOS is  installed together  with XEN Virtualization.  The XEN 
Virtualization is deployed on a CentOS-operating-system and OpenNebula is installed on the 
CentOS-operating system.

3.1 Motivation of CAS

During  this  thesis  I  chose  between  using  CAS  and  Kerberos,  which  both  can  be  used  to 
implement the desired authentication mechanism specified in the Problem statement-section. The 
advantages that led me to choose CAS over Kerberos was that it is easier to implement and that 
there is no direct support for kerberos-over-http. In my solution I wanted to use authentication 
over http and since Kerberos has no direct support for it, choosing CAS was a simple choice. 

3.2 Motivation of Ajax and DataTables

DataTables is an AJAX-framework that facilitates and minimizes the code amount required for 
presenting data from e.g. MySQL in tables on a web page. It was chosen to be used for the  
presentation of the users of the system in the administration interface for this reason. Another 
system named Google Web Toolkit was considered, but wasn’t chosen due to a bug that occured. 
DataTables also requires less time to use and learn for a user familiar with Ajax and PHP.

AJAX was used because it provides good capabilities of creating a website with interaction with 
the user.

3.3 Motivation of XEN as a virtual machine

When installing OpenNebula through an Express installation script available at the OpenNebula-
website, there is the possibility to choose between installing it with either KVM or XEN.

The requirements in order to use KVM are the following:
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 “The cluster nodes must have a working installation of KVM, that usually requires:
● CPU with VT extensions
● libvirt >= 0.4.0
● kvm kernel  modules  (kvm.ko,  kvm-{intel,amd}.ko).  Available  from  kernel  2.6.20 

onwards.
● the qemu user-land tools” [5]

The processes of the computers used in this project don’t have a virtual extension and thus it is 
not possible KVM on them. XEN is a virtual machine that doesn’t requires this and thus the 
choice of using XEN was simple.

3.4 Motivation of Non-shared file system

In OpenNebula one can chose between using a Shared or a Non-shared file system.

In a non-shared file system the images are always cloned and one is able to do cold migrations. 
The non-shared file system doesn’t impose any big storage requirements. A shared file system, 
on the other hand, requires much more storage.  Take e.g.  this  example from the website  of 
OpenNebula:

“ A 4 core cluster will typically run around 80VMs, each VM will require an average of 
10GB of disk space. So you will need ~800GB for /srv/cloud/one, you will also want to store 
10-15 master images so ~200GB for /srv/cloud/images. A 1TB /srv/cloud will be enough for 
this example setup.” [6]

The reason a Non-shared file system was chosen was because it didn’t require any purchase of 
additional storage.

When one chooses to use a Non-shared setup one only needs the space for the golden images in 
the repositories, provided that one doesn’t want to store stopped images and be able to restart  
previously stopped  images. The cloud hosts need as much storage as is required for the wished 
amount of virtual machines to run.

The two storage back ends have different characteristics. Shared storage allows live migrations 
to be done and direct starts of non-cloned images. Non-shared storage is more scalable as the 
NFS-share is not the bottleneck, but live migrations can't be performed. [7]
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A big advantage of to use a non-shared system with SSH, is that it doesn’t require extra work in 
order to implement security. 
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4. Description of implementatiton

4.1 CAS-login

The CAS-login is done in the PHP-files for the Aministration interface and Request approval to  
use Cloudelia-interface. 
They use the following code:
include_once('logincas/CAS.php');

// initialize phpCAS
phpCAS::client(CAS_VERSION_2_0,'login.kth.se',443,'');
phpCAS::setNoCasServerValidation();

// force CAS authentication
phpCAS::forceAuthentication();

// at this step, the user has been authenticated by the CAS server
// and the user's login name can be read with phpCAS::getUser().

// logout if desired
if (isset($_REQUEST['logout'])) {
 phpCAS::logout();
} “
[8]

4.2 Administration web interface and Request approval to use Cloudelia-web 
interface 

The Administration interface and Request approval to use Cloudelia-interface  interact with a 
database. This database contains a table called usersTable containing these columns: Username 
[Primary key], Password, First name and Last name. It also contains two tables containing 
Courses Approved, Courses Waiting For Approval  and one table containing user ids of 
administrators that are allowed to use the Administration interface. There is a table in the 
database containing all of the course ids, which is used to in a quick way retrieve the courses and 
displaying them in the Regular users-interface and the Administration-interface. The interfaces 
have been tested and are running in Firefox and Google Chrome.
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4.2a Administration interface for approving and removing users requesting to 
access Cloudelia and adding new administrators and courses  

The  Administration  interface  uses  one  database  for  teachers,  which  contains  KTH-id’s  of 
administrators.
The administrator logs in through ‘130.237.20.130/adminInterface.php'. Upon browsing to this 
website, the user is forwarded to a CAS-login-page if he/she hasn’t been authenticated within the 
last hours by CAS. Upon successful login, there is a check in the MySQL-table called teachers, 
which is done in order to examine whether the teacher is allowed to access the administration 
interface.  If  the  user  is  in  the  teachers-table  the  Administration  interface  will  be  presented. 
Otherwise the Administration interface won’t be presented.

The  Administration  interface  consists  of  one  page  with  with  two menus.  One  of  the  menu 
contains the alternative choices - each corresponding to a different view:  Approve users, List  
approved users, Add administrator and Add course. The other menu consists of the course codes. 
The user needs to choose one alternative from each menu and upon choosing this, the result is 
displayed in the view. The request is handled by an AJAX-script, which forwards the choices to 
a php-script that reads the data corresponding to the choice from the database and returns the 
reply to the AJAX-script. The AJAX-script displays the data in the view.

When the administrator chooses users by checking the different check boxes corresponding to 
the users and clicks  on the ‘Approve users’  or the ‘Remove users’-button of  the 'Approved 
users'-mode, code is executed - if certain criteria are fulfilled outlined below - which inserts lines 
in a shell script for adding/removing users to OpenNebula. 

Before adding a user to OpenNebula it is checked if the user with the specific approved user 
name already exists in the database. If this is the case a new OpenNebula-user isn’t added to the 
database. The user name and the course are added to Courses Waiting for Approval if the users-
course combination doesn’t already exist in the database. When the user is pressing the ‘Remove 
users’-button, the respective users are removed from the database if he/she isn’t registered to any 
other  courses.  When  the  administrator  is  removing  an  approved  user  with  the  user  name 
spec_username from a course and this user isn't approved to any other course, a line in the shell 
script addRemoveUsers.sh will be added, specifying that the user should be removed: 'oneuser 
delete spec_username'. Upon approval of a user, its user name and password are added to a shell  
script named addRemoveUsers.sh . This file is located in /var/html/www/bachelors and should be 
executed by the administrator after both removal and approval of users and subsequently the 
contents of it should be emptied. 
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Administration interface used for approving/dening users access to Cloudelia, list and remove  
users from Cloudelia, allow teachers to get access to the administration interfaces and add  
courses.

4.2b  Request approval to use Cloudelia-web interface

       User studying the course ID2212, requesting to use OpenNebula.

The user logs in through CAS-login and gets access to the registration interface for regular users 
of OpenNebula. He/she fills out her name and chooses a course from the courses that have been 
loaded from the database and clicks on the ‘Register button’. The KTH-user name of the user is 
presented to the user. Upon registering a check is done whether that user name exists in the 
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database. If it doesn’t exist, the user name provided from CAS (i.e. the KTH user name of the 
user)  is  written  to  the  database  together  with  the  user  entered  data  and  a  secure  password 
generated at the time the user clicked the Register-button. The generated password is displayed 
to the user upon successful registration. The user is displayed a message if the user name already 
existed.  If  the  user  exists,  but  not  the  user-course  combination,  the  course  is  added  to  the 
Courses Waiting For Approval-table for that specific user. The data is validated by the server in 
order to check that the user has correctly filled out the form.

4.3 PHP-back end.

The back end of the server side is implemeted in PHP. It receives arguments by POST and GET. 
There are different php-files receiving data from the web interfaces with different responsibilities 
(See more information in Appendix – section 5.): one is checking if a specific teacher is in the 
teachers-table, one is retrieving the courses from the courses-table and sending them back in a 
selection menu, one is inserting the students into the users-table and one is dealing with all of the 
various requests from the administration interface. Based on the sent to this PHP-file, it will do 
different operations on the different sql tables in form of select, delete and insert-operations. It 
receives an array with users and will perform operations on each of these users. 

The back end checks the parameters sent by POST and GET to avoid MySQL-injections.

4.4 Installation of OpenNebula

In order to install OpenNebula, OpenNebula Express is first downloaded and unpacked on the 
OpenNebula-front end. Then the user is switched to the root user. After this, ‘sudo ./install.sh’ in 
the  terminal  is  executed  inside  of  the  OpenNebula  Express-directory.  Subsequently  the 
alternative ‘CentOS - Xen - SSH’ is chosen. The file node  -  install  .  sh   is put on an USB-memory 
and  is  executed  on  all  OpenNebula-worker  nodes.  The  OpenNebula-installation  script  is 
executed on the front end-computer. Ruby 1.9.2 is installed and configurations are done - so that 
all programs will use Ruby 1.9.2 instead of Ruby 1.8.5, which was installed in the OpenNebula-
installation  script  -  since  the  SunStone-application  provided  with  OpenNebula  doesn’t  work 
otherwise. Ruby 1.9.2 is installed using Ruby Version Manager. Also JSON, Rack, Sinatra and 
Thin - packages which are required in order to run Sunstone - are installed using Ruby Version 
Manager through the command ‘rvm 1.9.2 gem install JSON rack sinatra thin’. Each computer is 
restarted after the execution of the OpenNebula Express-script.

This is executed on each node in order to configure the network interfaces:
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brctl addbr br0
brctl addif br0 eth1

On the front end, the command ‘onehost create hostname im_xen vmm_xen tm_ssh’ is executed 
for the different hosts that will act as worker nodes in Cloudelia. Vmm_xen defines that Xen will 
be used as a virtual driver to boot, stop, resume or migrate virtual machines in the host, and 
tm_ssh defines that SSH will be used as the storage driver to clone, delete, move or copy images 
into the host.  Im_xen defines that XEN will be used as information driver to monitor the host. 
‘Hostname’ should be the ip address or the host name of the cluster node. In order to enable the 
nodes of the OpenNebula-cloud the command ‘onehost enable ip-address’ is executed for all of 
the different ip addresses of the cloud, replacing ‘ip-address’ with the different ip addresses of 
the cloud.

Hosts that are included in the cloud. 

4.5 Installation of CentOS, XEN, Apache, PHP and MySQL

The CentOS-installation file is downloaded. It is extracted to an USB drive. This USB-drive is 
used installing CentOS on all 16 computers.  The computers are individually assigned the IP-
addresses that the network administrator has reserved for this purpose. During the installation 
virtualization  is  installed.  Then  Apache,  PHP  and  MySQL-server  are  installed  and  system 
startup-links are created so that Apache and MySQL-server will start automatically each time the 
computer is rebooted. MySQL-server and Apache are started.

The commands mysqladmin -u root password ‘secret password’ and
mysqladmin -h 130.237.20.130 -u root password ‘secret password’
are executed in order to create a password for logging into the MySQL-server. The files for the 
web interfaces are put in Apache's default document root ‘/var/www/html’. Packages for 
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MySQL-support in PHP are installed. PHPMyAdmin, a web interface through which one can 
manage ones MySQL databases, is installed. JSON-support for PHP is installed.
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5. Summary

Included in the objectives of this thesis were to create an interface which students would use to 
ask  to  get  access  to  Cloudelia  and  an  administrator  interface  in  which  administrators  could 
approve or deny access to these users. Upon approval the users would get access to the cloud, 
which would be set up as part  of the thesis. This mechanism would reduce the work that is 
required to be done by the administrators.

Another of the aims was to find an authentication procedure, which ensures that any user outside 
of KTH with an intent to use Cloudelia in a malicious way, won't  get access to the system. CAS 
was chosen for this purpose since it is a secure alternative and is easily implemented over http. 

The web interfaces and the security mechanism were successfully implemented and deployed on 
the front end of Cloudelia.

The web interface of teachers needs to handle a large amount of data and present the data in a 
structured  way.  DataTables  is  an  AJAX-framework  that  facilitates  and  minimizes  the  code 
amount required for presenting data from e.g. MySQL in tables on a web page. It was chosen to 
be used for the presentation of the users of the system in the administration interface for this  
reason.

OpenNebula requires a virtual machine on the computers on which it is installed. KVM and XEN 
were considered and XEN was chosen since KVM couldn't run due to the lack of CPU's with 
virtual extensions.

When installing OpenNebula a choice can be made between using a Non-shared or a Shared file 
system.  A Non-shared  filesystem was  chosen  due  to  that  it  didn’t  require  any  purchase  of 
additional storage. A big advantage with using a Non-shared system with SSH is that it doesn’t 
require any extra work in order to implement security. 

The Administration interface and interface used for registration communicate  much with the 
back end, which was implemeted in PHP. The back end receives arguments by POST and GET. 
There  are  different  php-files  receiving  data  from  the  web  interfaces  with  different 
responsibilities. These php-files retrieve data from tables in a MySQL-database. When a user 
logs in to the Administration interface, the user name of that user is matched to the teachers table 
in the database. If it isn't found in the table, then the user is denied access to the administration 
interface.
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Upon the administrator's approval of a user, its user name and password is added to a shell script  
by PHP. When the administrator  executes  this  shell  script,  the approved users get  access  to 
OpenNebula and can log in through 130.237.20.130:4567 . If a user subsequently is removed 
from all courses to which it is approved, it will also be added to a shell script, which should be 
executed by an administrator.
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6. Future work

The Administration interface and Request approval to use Cloudelia-interface can be improved 
in some ways. One of these improvements is that a student who already has signed in to a course, 
could get the first name and last name filled in automatically upon logging in to the  Request  
approval to use Cloudelia-interface. The courses that it already had requested approval for could 
be removed from the courses displayed in this interface. Another improvement is to find a way to 
execute the shell script from the php code, decreasing the work that the administrator has to do 
manually.
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Appendix

Section 1 Usage instructions

Section 1a. How to log in to the web interfaces of Cloudelia

Start  with logging in  to  the computer  which is  the front  end for Cloudelia  on computer  26 
[130.237.20.130]. Log in to web interface deployed on that computer by providing KTH-login 
details.
Student interface: 130.237.20.130/studentInterface.php
Admin interface: 130.237.20.130/adminInterface.php

Section 1b. How to use PhpMyAdmin

PHPMyAdmin is used to create table and configure databases manually. In order to access it,  
browse to the website localhost/phpmyadmin in a web browser of the front end computer. Log in 
with the password that has been given to the administrators and with the user name ‘root’. It is 
also possible to allow certain ip addresses for public access by adding an exception rule for these 
certain ip addresses in a configuration file for PHPMyAdmin.

Section 1c Usage instructions for Sunstone

It is started through the command ‘sunstone-server -H ‘130.237.20.130’ -p 4567 start’
being logged in as oneadmin and subsequently having executed ‘rvm use 1.9.2’. It is important to 
use a capital H and a small ‘p’ in the command. Upon successful execution of the command, the  
text ‘sunstone-server started’ is printed out on the console.

The service is accessed through a web browser on this address: http  ://130.237.20.130:4567/  

To stop SunStone this command is written in the terminal logged in as oneadmin: ‘sunstone-
server stop’

Section 1d Instructions for executing shell script used for adding/removing 
users

The administrator logs in through SSH using Putty and logging in to the IP 130.237.20.130. It 
executes  the  command  ‘su  oneadmin’  and  then  ‘  cd  /var/www/html/bachelors’  and  finally 
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‘./addRemoveUsers.sh’.  This  executes  the  shell  script  'addRemoveUsers.sh',  which  adds  the 
user/users  to  OpenNebula;  and  the  user/users  can  subsequently  log  in  through 
130.237.20.130:4567 using the username and password they received upon requesting approval 
to use Cloudelia . The administrator then must execute the command '> addRemoveUsers.sh' to 
empty the contents of the file.

Section 1e. Instructions if nodes of the cloud goes down

Front end
Choose the boot option with XEN.
When the different daemons are loading, it is printed out on the screen ‘Press I to enter 
interactive setup’. Do this! Click on ‘Y’ for all of the different questions. 
If this isn't done it may result in that a black screen is displayed and the computer has to be 
rebooted yet again.

Log in using the username ‘root’.

Be sure that OpenSSH-server is up running . This can be checked by the command 
'ps aux | grep sshd' and should result in one process being listed with the parameter 
'/usr/sbin/sshd'. Sshd must be running for the administrator to perform that which is outlined in 
section 7.1d.
The OpenSSH-server is restarted through  the command '/etc/init.d/sshd restart'

Do ‘su oneadmin’ to enter into the user account for OpenNebula.
Run the command ‘rvm use 1.9.2’ so that the Ruby-version required for SunStone to work well 
will be used.
Follow the instructions in the Sunstone-paragraph above in section 1c for starting Sunstone.

In order to enable the nodes of the OpenNebula-cloud this should be done.:
Execute the command 'onehost  list' logged in as 'oneadmin'
Run the command ‘onehost enable ip-address’ for all of the different ip-addresses of the cloud, 
replacing ‘ip-address’ with the ip addresses of the cloud.

Ordinary nodes
Start up the computers. Click on F1 during start up. Log in as root.
On some computers (e.g. computer 9,14, 20, 27 and 28) there is a menu choice that must be 
made between CentOS XEN and CentOS without XEN. Choose CentOS with XEN.
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Section 2. How to manage the cloud

Here is more information about how to manage the cloud:
http  ://  www  .  opennebula  .  org  /  documentation  :  documentation  #  operation  _  guide  

SunStone can be used:
http  ://  www  .  opennebula  .  org  /  documentation  :  rel  2.2:  img  _  guide   [See the bottom of this page.]

If a host goes down this can be tried in the terminal when being logged in as ‘oneadmin’:
onehost enable ip_address
If it still doesn't work, the host might have crashed. See section 1.e of what to do if this is the 
case.

Section 3. IP addresses for the cloud [12 up running at the time of the writing 
of this thesis.] 

Here follows the numbers of the computers - i.e. the number to the right of the computer in the 
server hall - and their different assigned ip addresses:

Computer 28: 120.237.20.139; open-nebula-16.it.kth.se
Computer 27: 130.237.20.138
Computer 26: 130.237.20.130; open-nebula-7.it.kth.se [Front end of Cloudelia]
Computer 25: Computer doesn’t start due to hardware problem.
Computer 20: 130.237.20.124 ; open-nebula-1.it.kth.se
Computer 19: 130.237.20.126; open-nebula-3.it.kth.se
Computer 18:  130.237.20.127 ; open  -  nebula  -4.  it  .  kth  .  se  
Computer 17: 130.237.20.129; open-nebula-6.it.kth.se
Computer 16: 130.237.20.134
Computer 15: Computer doesn’t start due to hardware problem.
Computer 14: 130.237.20.137
Computer 13: 130.237.20.133
Computer 10: 130.237.20.136; open-nebula-13.it.kth.se
Computer 9 : 130.237.20.132
Computer 7 and 8: Was borrowed and not returned. Upon return of the computers, they can be 
assigned e.g. 130.237.20.131 and 130.237.20.135

Assigned IP addresses: 130.237.20.124-139
Name in DNS: open-nebula-1.kth.se – open-nebula-16.it.kth.se
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Gateway: 130.237.20.1
Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0

Section 4. Improvement that could be done

One improvement that could be done is to find a way to execute the shell script described above 
in 4.2a from the php code.
Some more information of how this might be done on these web sites:
http://www.unix.com/unix-advanced-expert-users/18212-run-shell-script-different-user.html 
http://unix.stackexchange.com/questions/15264/executing-a-shell-command-from-php-with-
shell-exec 

I have tried to execute the shell script /usr/bin/oneuser from the PHP-file without success. I tried 
e.g. this command:
'echo shell_exec (”oneuser create test56 test56”);' after that I had executed 'shell_exec (”su 
oneadmin 2>&1”)'. The execution of the second shell command results in the error message: 
'"testsudo: no tty present and no askpass'.

Section 5. Files used in the web interfaces (130.237.20.130)

/var/www/html :
css/ Style sheets
logincas/ Files used  for CAS login.
adminInterface.php Used by administrators for approval of users,etc.
studentInterface.php Used for registration of students.

/var/www/html/bachelors/
addRemoveUsers.sh Shell  script  for  adding  and  removing  users  – 

approved/removed  in adminInterface.php -  to/from 
the cloud.

addTeacher.php Adding teacher to the MySQL-table teachers.
adminShowData.php Handling requests for approval and removal of 

users.
checkIfTeachersIsInTeachersDatabase.php Check if teachers is in table called teachers.
commonFunctions.php Used by studentAddData.php, 

adminShowData.php and other php files, e.g. for 
connection to the database

Includes/ Include files used for Jquery and DataTables.
password.php Used for generation of random and secure 

password.
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sqlCheck.php Code for avoiding MySQL-injections.
studentAddData.php Handle requests from studentInterface.php
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